Elections Jumpstart for ArcGIS

GISinc introduces an Elections Jumpstart to help election leaders make smarter decisions with Esri’s GIS-enabled election system. When it comes to the biggest single day event in our country, GIS makes it easier to understand the needs of the voters and election officials for better election day management, voter outreach, and real-time election results. An ArcGIS Online subscription is required.

Benefits for Election Leaders

• Foresee where Election Day issues may occur before impacting the voter experience
• Effectively engage the unengaged where they live, work, and play
• Quickly provide current and historic authoritative election data by jurisdiction, district, and polling location

Analytics - Where Matters

• Monitor wait times
• Manage voting center or polling place requests
• Oversee Election Day performance
• Collect and analyze voter sentiment
• Provide an operations dashboard to monitor Election Day activities
• Ensure chain of custody for ballot and election equipment

Elect to Jumpstart with GISinc - Who, What, Where

Survey We begin with a survey to shape mutual expectations, gather information, and assess organizational priorities and readiness. This step will influence platform configuration related to the suite of Esri Elections Solutions chosen. The results will help GISinc personalize the agenda and approach for your unique circumstance.
**Onsite Implementation** The onsite element of the Jumpstart will be conducted over approximately five consecutive days at your facility. This time is intended to be an immersive, continuous knowledge transfer experience for your team with emphasis on productive working sessions with GISinc and your staff configuring solutions.

**Goals**
- Review the intended deliverables, data, and services
- Confirm organizational priorities
- Validate the project vision
- Configure and deploy the solution
- Review of deployment progress and knowledge transfer

**Additional Support** The Jumpstart is just the beginning. With the immersive knowledge transfer experience to get you started, you will be ready to continue the progress made during our time together. GISinc is happy to offer continued support for configuration, deployment, and even adoption of other Esri ArcGIS solutions.

For more information: Contact sales@gisinc.com • 205.941.0442 gisinc.com